play, relax, live.

We give children an opportunity to let their imaginations soar on the playground. We shade families picnicking in the park. We provide amenities to keep your property looking beautiful. Together, we can create spaces where friendships are made and memories are created! Come play, relax, live.

**WHAT DO WE OFFER?**

Superior Recreational Products proudly offers both outdoor steel and recycled playgrounds, standard and custom logo site amenities, dog park products, and shade and shelter options for your apartment complex or housing community.
This luxury apartment complex located in Firestone, Colorado focuses on providing its residents a superior value and quality of life. Wishing to add to their list of amenities, Superior worked with the developer to design a playground area that fit within their limited space. This playground structure features many fun and interactive elements such as the Coil Climber, Lily Pad Walk, and the Bubble Panel.
Tulsa, Oklahoma

This apartment community provides its residents with luxury apartments and amenities for those seeking a downtown lifestyle. To improve on this, they chose to enhance their parking lot with durable shade structures, which help to lower the internal temperature of the cars, provide protection from rain, and reduce harsh sunlight exposure.
This popular apartment community in Aurora features many amenities including two pools, a tennis court, and now a playground! This playground features many Superior products including a recycled structure, benches, tables, and a bike loop.
Fort Collins, Colorado

This apartment complex provided a great selling point and an additional amenity to their apartment complex by providing a play area for children. This play structure, located in the heart of the community, features elements such as the Puppet Show Panel and the Man Hole Climber.
Gastonia, North Carolina

This subdivision in the suburbs of Charlotte was in need of a new outdoor playground area. They selected a large structure and swing set. To boost the amenities in their subdivision, they included a mini-shelter that shades a picnic table and benches that match the structure's color scheme.